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Institution of Zakat has an important role as to disseminate information about the charity to the community constantly and continuously. With a good and optimal socialization, people are expected to be more aware of paying Zakat through institution of Zakat which is sturdy, trustworthy, and reliable. LAZIS of Sabilillah Mosque of Malang is an institution of Zakat that is independent, it means that it is an independent institution and not centrally. All activities and programs that are operated are arranged and implemented its own. In terms of accumulation and distribution do not wait for a decision from the central, because it is independent, then in the collection and disbursement of Zakat funds of Sabilillah Mosque LAZIS will know the progress directly.

The study is conducted to determine how the strategy management of raising and distributing funds in Sabilillah Zakat Institute, what an indicator of success in using LAZIS funds efficiently, how the society’s response regarding the management of funds in LAZIS of Sabilillah to know how far the progress of LAZIS Sabilillah of Malang.

The study uses a qualitative approach and the kind of empirical research. While the data which is used in the form of primary and secondary data is done with interview techniques, also observations and documentation are then carefully processed and presented in descriptive form.

From the analysis, it can be known how to raise funds by way of door to door, the fund which is derived mostly from the Zakat, especially Zakat of income. While the distribution is divided into two consumptive and productive creative, and to look at success indicators of LAZIS using mustahiq (receiver of Zakat) can save / insert money of the results business into BMT Sabilillah, mustahiq can increase economy of family by business that is expanded from capital of business which is received, for the children taken care of institution can continue in higher education and the rise of education value, to increase life standard of family such as better education for children, good daily life. LAZIS of Sabilillah has shown the success in managing funds of ZIS, that it has reached the target which is formulated by Islam law, in addition LAZIS of Sabilillah also can increase the life of founded society can live in dignity. So the management of LAZIS has been good.